Roadmap

Child Advisory Team for DGD on Children Human Rights Defenders

- **February**: Presentation of Basecamp & Activities
- **March**: Launch of the LOGO initiative
- **March**: Workshop programme
- **March**: DGD wishlists
  - Preparatory call with workshop participants
  - Reporting back on workshop and survey
- **April**: Work on the DGD wishlist
- **May**: Calls on children consultations
- **May**: Ideas on DGD child participation
- **June**: DGD wishlist and logo go to the UN Committee
  - Q&A with the UN Committee
- **July**: UN reply to our ideas on DGD child participation
- **August**: Working on our children consultations report
  - Face to face activities
  - Online activities
- **September**: Second round of children consultations
  - ... and test of the consultation survey online
  - Workshop in Geneva